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the sixteenth instalment in the number one
bestselling dci banks series as volunteers clean
up after a huge outdoor rock concert in yorkshire
in 1969 they discover the body of a young woman
wrapped in a sleeping bag she has been brutally
murdered the detective assigned to the case
stanley chadwick is a hard headed strait laced
veteran of the second world war he could not have
less in common with or less regard for young
disrespectful long haired hippies smoking
marijuana and listening to the pulsing sounds of
rock and roll but he has a murder to solve and it
looks as if the victim was somehow associated with
the up and coming psychedelic pastoral band the
mad hatters in the present inspector alan banks is
investigating the murder of a freelance music
journalist who was working on a feature about the
mad hatters for mojo magazine this is not the
first time that the mad hatters now aging rock
superstars have been brushed by tragedy banks
finds he has to delve into the past to find out
exactly what hornets nest the journalist
inadvertently stirred up new york times
bestselling author peter robinson s chief
inspector alan banks must turn to a murder
committed in the 1960s in order to solve a present
day homicide as he races to uncover their common
link 1969 in an era of free love and rebellion a
dead body is discovered among the detritus of a
recently concluded rock festival a beautiful young
woman stabbed so savagely through the chest that a
piece of her heart was sliced off now a freelance
journalist a stranger to the region is savagely
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bludgeoned to death in a shocking act of violence
with no apparent motive two murders separated by
four decades are investigated by two very
different but equally haunted investigators one a
casualty of war unable to come to terms with a
confusing new world the other a rogue policeman
harboring ghosts of his own but the truth behind a
grisly present day slaying may somehow be hidden
in the amplified drug induced fog of a notorious
past propelling detective chief inspector alan
banks into the darkest shadows of the peace love
and rock n roll generation a complex multi layered
thriller piece of my heart once again attests to
peter robinson s incomparable storytelling genius
keeps you turning the pages into the night chief
inspector banks is good company new york times
book review the eighteenth instalment in the
number one bestselling dci banks series a
beautiful june day in the yorkshire dales and a
group of children are spending the last of their
half term freedom swimming in the river near
hindswell woods but the idyll is shattered by
their discovery of a man s body hanging from a
tree di annie cabott soon discovers he is mark
hardcastle the well liked and successful set
designer for the eastvale theatres current
production of othello everything points to suicide
and annie is mystified why would such a man want
to take his own life then annie s investigation
leads to another shattering discovery and dci alan
banks is called back from the idyllic weekend he
had planned with his new girlfriend banks soon
finds himself plunged into a shadow world where
nothing is what it seems where secrets and deceit
are the norm and where murder is seen as the
solution to a problem the deeper he digs the more
he discovers that the monster he has awakened will
extend its deadly reach to his friends and family
nobody is safe a writer at the very height of his
powers ian rankin playing with fire is the
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fourteenth novel in peter robinson s inspector
banks series following on from the summer that
never was in the early hours of a cold january
morning two narrowboats catch fire on a dead end
stretch of the eastvale canal when signs of
accelerant are found at the scene dci banks and di
annie cabbot are summoned but by the time they
arrive only the smouldering wreckage is left and
human remains have been found on both boats the
evidence points towards a deliberate attack but
who was the intended victim was it tina the
sixteen year old who had been living a drug
fuelled existence with her boyfriend or was it tom
the mysterious lonely artist as banks makes his
enquiries it appears that a number of people are
acting suspiciously the interfering lock keeper
tina s cold hearted stepfather the wily local art
dealer even tina s boyfriend then the arsonist
strikes again and banks s powers of investigation
are tested to the limit the inspector banks books
became the major british itv drama dci banks
continue the series with strange affair the twenty
fifth instalment of the number one bestselling dci
banks series the master of the police procedural
mail on sunday robinson is prolific but with each
book he manages to ring the changes guardian the
body of a young local student is found on a lonely
country road initially the evidence points to
suicide yet she didn t own a car and she didn t
even drive so how did she get there where did she
die and who moved her meanwhile a man in his
sixties is found dead in a gully up on the nearby
wild moorland he is carrying no identification the
post mortem indicates that he died from injuries
sustained during the fall but what was he doing up
there and why are there no signs of a car in the
vicinity as the trail gets colder annie s father s
new partner zelda alerts banks and annie to the
return of an old and dangerous enemy in a new
guise this is someone who will stop at nothing not
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even murder to get what he wants the first three
dci banks novels gallows view a dedicated man and
a necessary end by peter robinson discover
detective chief inspector bank s first three cases
when he moves to the yorkshire dales from london
to escape the stress of the metropolis but soon
finds that life in the country is not quite as
idyllic as he had imagined in gallows view the
people of eastvale are frightened two glue
sniffing thugs are breaking into homes an old
woman may or may not have been murdered in
addition banks has to deal with his attraction to
a young psychologist jenny fuller as the tension
mounts both jenny and banks s wife are drawn
deeper into events and disturbing secrets lie
behind the apparently bucolic facade in a
dedicated man the body of well liked local
historian harry steadman is found half buried
under a dry stone wall but who would want to kill
such a thoughtful dedicated man dci banks soon
discovers that disturbing secrets lie behind the
apparently bucolic façade and in a necessary end a
simmering tension in the town of eastvale has now
reached breaking point an anti nuclear
demonstration has ended in violence leaving one
policeman stabbed to death though he is warned off
the case banks realizes that the only way he can
salvage his career is finding the killer first the
sunday times bestseller murder is only the
beginning for banks and his team the gruesome
double murder at an eastvale property developer s
luxury home should be an open and shut case for
superintendent banks and his team of detectives
there s a clear link to the notoriously vicious
albanian mafia men who left the country
suspiciously soon after the death then they find a
cache of spy cam videos hidden in the house and
annie and gerry s investigation pivots to the
assault of a young girl that could cast the
murders in an entirely different light banks s
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friend zelda increasingly uncertain of her future
in britain s hostile environment thinks she will
be safer in moldova hunting the men who abducted
raped and enslaved her than she is yorkshire or
london her search takes her back to the orphanage
where it all began but by stirring up the murky
waters of the past zelda is putting herself in
greater danger than any she s seen before and as
the threat escalates so does the danger for banks
and those who love zelda the master of the police
procedural mail on sunday the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
sunday times number one bestseller the twenty
third instalment of the number one bestselling dci
banks series the alan banks mystery suspense
novels are the best series on the market try one
and tell me i m wrong stephen king two young girls
two unspeakable crimes fifty years separate them
their pain connects them when the body of a 15
year old is found in a remote countryside lane
beaten and broken di annie cabbot is brought in to
investigate how the child could possibly have
fallen victim to such brutality newly promoted
detective superintendent alan banks is faced with
a case that is as cold as they come now in her 60s
linda palmer was attacked aged 14 by celebrity
entertainer danny caxton yet the crime has never
been investigated until now as each steps closer
to uncovering the truth they ll unearth secrets
much darker than they ever could have guessed a
disgraced college lecturer is found murdered with
5 000 in his pocket on a disused railway line near
his home since being dismissed from his job for
sexual misconduct four years previously he has
been living a poverty stricken and hermit like
existence in this isolated spot the suspects range
from several individuals at the college where he
used to teach to a woman who knew the victim back
in the early 70s at essex university then a hotbed
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of political activism when banks receives a
warning to step away from the case he realises
there is much more to the mystery than meets the
eye for there are plenty more skeletons to come
out of the closet the 26th instalment of the
number one bestselling series the master of the
police procedural mail on sunday the alan banks
mystery suspense novels are the best series on the
market try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
a skinny young boy is found dead his body
carelessly stuffed into wheelie bin detective
superintendent alan banks and his team are called
to investigate who is the boy and where did he
come from was he discarded as rubbish or left as a
warning to someone he looks middle eastern but no
one on the east side estate has seen him before as
the local press seize upon an illegal immigrant
angle and the national media the story of another
stabbing the police are called to investigate a
less newsworthy death a middle aged heroin addict
found dead of an overdose in another estate
scheduled for redevelopment banks finds the
threads of each case seem to be connected to the
other and to the dark side of organised crime in
eastvale does another thread link to his friend
zelda who is facing her own dark side the truth
may be more complex or much simpler than it seems
the nineteenth instalment in the number one
bestselling dci banks series when juliet doyle
finds a gun in her daughter s bedroom she turns to
old friend dci alan banks for advice but banks is
on a much needed holiday and it s left to di annie
cabbot to deal with the removal of the firearm no
one can foresee the operation s disastrous
consequences or that the doyles will not be the
only family affected banks s daughter tracy has
fallen for the wrong boy her flatmate s boyfriend
is attractive ambitious and surrounded by an
intoxicating air of mystery he s also very
dangerous when tracy warns him the police might be
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on his tail he persuades her to go on the run with
him and flattered by his attention she agrees
before she knows it a deadly chase across the
country is set in motion and on his return
unsuspecting of tracy s precarious situation banks
is plunged into his most terrifying personal case
yet when dci alan banks arrived in eastvale his
life was every bit as much of a mess as it is now
but he is holding an envelope that could change
everything he understood about the events that
sent him north twenty years ago walking again the
narrow alleys and backstreets of his mind he
remembers the seedy soho nights of his last case
dubious businessmen in dodgy clubs young girls on
the game and a killer on the loose in addition to
the brand new novella that fills in the gaps in
banks s life before yorkshire peter robinson gives
us ten more brilliant and eclectic stories that
have never before been published in the uk the
eastvale ladies poker circle finds that murder may
be just another game of risk is a suitcase of cash
worth a man s head on a plate and tragedy leads a
young boy to learn the price of love playing with
fire is peter robinson s fourteenth novel in the
inspector banks series which inspired the major
british itv drama dci banks the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen kinggallows
view is the first novel in peter robinson s
bestselling inspector banks series new town new
cases new danger detective chief inspector alan
banks has recently relocated with his family from
stressful london to the yorkshire dales but soon
finds that life in the countryside is not quite as
idyllic as he had imagined three cases come to the
fore a voyeur is terrorizing the women of eastvale
two thugs are breaking into homes and an old woman
is dead possibly murdered as the tension mounts
banks must also deal with his attraction to a
young psychologist jenny fuller and when both
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jenny and banks s wife are drawn deeper into
events banks realizes that his cases are weaving
closer and closer together gallows view is
followed by a dedicated man in the inspector banks
series the alan banks mystery suspense novels are
the best series on the market try one and tell me
i m wrong stephen king cold is the grave is the
eleventh novel in peter robinson s inspector banks
series following on from in a dry season a runaway
girl an inescapable past banks is pulled into a
perilous world with his personal life in turmoil
dci banks is considering his options but then late
one night the architect of his professional
misfortune chief constable riddle summons banks to
his house for his daughter emily has run away and
compromising photos have appeared online riddle
wants banks to use his unorthodox methods to find
her without a fuss banks a father himself cannot
refuse and he follows the trail to the dark heart
of london but when a series of gruesome murders
follows soon after banks finds himself pulled into
the dangerous world of his most powerful enemy
chief constable jimmy riddle cold is the grave is
followed by the twelfth book in this yorkshire
based crime series aftermath the sunday times
number one bestseller in a remote countryside lane
in north yorkshire the body of a young girl is
found bruised and beaten having apparently been
thrown from a moving vehicle while di annie cabbot
investigates the circumstances in which a 14 year
old could possibly fall victim to such a crime
newly promoted detective superintendent alan banks
is faced with a similar task but the case banks
must investigate is as cold as they come fifty
years ago linda palmer was attacked by celebrity
entertainer danny caxton yet no investigation ever
took place now caxton stands accused at the centre
of a historical abuse investigation and it s banks
s first task as superintendent to find out the
truth while annie struggles with a controversial
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case threatening to cause uproar in the local
community banks must piece together decades old
evidence and as each steps closer to uncovering
the truth they ll unearth secrets much darker than
they ever could have guessed a young local student
has apparently committed suicide her body is found
in an abandoned car on a lonely country road she
didn t own a car didn t even drive how did she get
there where did she die who moved her and why
meanwhile a man in his sixties is found dead in a
gully up on the wild moorland he is wearing an
expensive suit and carrying no identification post
mortem findings indicate he died from injuries
sustained during the fall but what was he doing up
there and why are there no signs of a car in the
vicinity as the inconsistencies multiply and the
mysteries proliferate annie s father s new partner
zelda comes up with a shocking piece of
information that alerts banks and annie to the
return of an old enemy in a new guise this is
someone who will stop at nothing not even murder
to get what he wants and suddenly the stakes are
raised and the hunt is on the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
20th anniversary edition of sunday times
bestseller aftermath is the twelfth novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from cold is the grave a house of horror a
despicable serial killer banks s darkest case when
a concerned neighbour calls the police to number
35 the hill after a domestic disturbance the two
constables are led to a truly horrific scene they
unwittingly uncover an elusive serial killer known
as the chameleon with the killer finally in
custody it appears the nightmare is over not for
banks though too many questions remain unanswered
at the house of horrors and then they discover
there are more bodies than victims is the
chameleon killer just one monster of many banks
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must solve his darkest case yet aftermath is
followed by the thirteenth book in this yorkshire
based crime series the summer that never was the
alan banks mystery suspense novels are the best
series on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king gallows view is the first novel in
peter robinson s bestselling inspector banks
series new town new cases new danger detective
chief inspector alan banks has recently relocated
with his family from stressful london to the
yorkshire dales but soon finds that life in the
countryside is not quite as idyllic as he had
imagined three cases come to the fore a voyeur is
terrorizing the women of eastvale two thugs are
breaking into homes and an old woman is dead
possibly murdered as the tension mounts banks must
also deal with his attraction to a young
psychologist jenny fuller and when both jenny and
banks s wife are drawn deeper into events banks
realizes that his cases are weaving closer and
closer together gallows view is followed by a
dedicated man in the dci banks series the alan
banks mystery suspense novels are the best series
on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king in a dry season is the tenth novel in
peter robinson s inspector banks series following
on from dead right a lost village past crimes
present evil during a blistering summer drought
has depleted thornfield reservoir uncovering the
remains of a small village called hobb s end
hidden from view for over forty years for a
curious young boy this resurfaced hamlet is a
magical playground until he unearths a human
skeleton detective chief inspector alan banks is
given the impossible task of identifying the
victim a woman who lived in a place that no longer
exists whose former residents are scattered to the
winds anyone else might throw in the towel but dci
banks is determined to uncover the murky past
buried beneath a flood of time in a dry season is
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followed by the eleventh book in this yorkshire
based crime series cold is the grave before you
discovered dci banks dectective arvo hughes was on
the case in this vintage standalone crime thriller
from peter robinson as a detective in the lapd
threat management unit arvo hughes has dealt with
every kind of stalker there is and in 1990s
hollywood he s not short of work tasked with
finding out who has been sending unsettling
anonymous letters to beautiful tv star sarah
broughton arvo expects this case to be nothing out
of the ordinary until the actress discovers a
strangely mutilated body left in the sand outside
her beach house certain that sarah s stalker must
have met her before arvo realises his only chance
to catch the killer before he gets closer to sarah
is to delve into her past but nothing is
straightforward in this case and the squeaky clean
star seems to be keeping all memories of a shady
history locked away the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
innocent graves is the eighth novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from dry bones that dream a murdered girl dark
secrets deadlier lies one foggy night deborah
harrison is found lying in the churchyard behind
st mary s eastvale she has been strangled with the
strap of her own school satchel but deborah was no
typical sixteen year old her father was a powerful
financier who moved in the highest echelons of
industry defence and classified information and
deborah it seemed enjoyed keeping secrets of her
own with his colleague detective constable susan
gay inspector alan banks encounters many suspects
guilty of crimes large and small in his search for
the killer and as he does so plenty of sordid
secrets and some lethal lies begin to emerge
innocent graves is followed by the ninth book in
this yorkshire based crime series dead right the
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alan banks mystery suspense novels are the best
series on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king a necessary end is the third novel in
peter robinson s inspector banks series following
on from a dedicated man peace destroyed lives in
ruin banks must race to find the killer everyday
life in eastvale is shattered when a policeman is
stabbed to death after an anti nuclear
demonstration turns violent superintendent dirty
dick burgess banks s nemesis descends with
vengeful fury on those he deems responsible
inspector banks is uneasy about burgess s
mishandling of the case but despite being warned
off he puts his career in jeopardy to continue his
search for the truth knowing if he is to keep his
job he must beat burgess to the killer now a major
british itv drama dci banks this novel is followed
by the fourth book in this yorkshire based crime
series the hanging valley the best mystery
procedural series on the market try one and tell
me i m wrong stephen king o ne of the finest
police procedural writers around standing in the
shadows is as narratively rich and surprising as
robinson s best work new york times book review
late november 1980 student nick hartley returns
from a lecture to find his house full of police
officers as he discovers that his ex girlfriend
has been found murdered in a nearby park and her
new boyfriend is missing he realises two things in
quick succession he is undoubtedly a suspect as he
has no convincing alibi and he has own suspicions
as to what might have happened late november 2019
an dig near scotch corner unearths a skeleton that
turns out to be far more recent than the roman
remains the archaeologist is looking for detective
superintendent alan banks and his team are called
in and as an investigation into the find begins
the past and the present meet with devastating
consequences the master of the police procedural
mail on sunday the alan banks mystery suspense
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novels are the best series on the market try one
and tell me i m wrong stephen king innocent graves
is the eighth novel in peter robinson s inspector
banks series following on from dry bones that
dream a murdered girl dark secrets deadlier lies
one foggy night deborah harrison is found lying in
the churchyard behind st mary s eastvale she has
been strangled with the strap of her own school
satchel but deborah was no typical sixteen year
old her father was a powerful financier who moved
in the highest echelons of industry defence and
classified information and deborah it seemed
enjoyed keeping secrets of her own with his
colleague detective constable susan gay inspector
alan banks encounters many suspects guilty of
crimes large and small in his search for the
killer and as he does so plenty of sordid secrets
and some lethal lies begin to emerge the inspector
banks series became the british itv drama dci
banks innocent graves is followed by the ninth
book in this yorkshire based crime series dead
right the alan banks mystery suspense novels are
the best series on the market try one and tell me
i m wrong stephen king dead right is the ninth
novel in peter robinson s inspector banks series
following on from innocent graves a man is
murdered riots are imminent banks must solve the
case the broken body of jason fox has been found
in a dirty alleyway at first it looks like a
typical after hours pub fight gone wrong but
inspector alan banks soon realizes that the truth
is rarely so straightforward jason was a member of
the albion league a white power organization and
there are many people who might have wished him
dead the pakistani youths he had insulted in the
pub that evening the shady friends of his business
partner or someone within the albion league itself
and just as banks begins to get a grip on the case
an unexpected discovery forces him to reconsider
everything he believes now a major british itv
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drama dci banks this novel is followed by the
tenth book in this yorkshire based crime series in
a dry season the alan banks mystery suspense
novels are the best series on the market try one
and tell me i m wrong stephen king the hanging
valley is the fourth novel in peter robinson s
bestselling inspector banks series two murders a
missing person a village with a terrible secret a
faceless corpse is found in a tranquil hidden
valley below the village of swainshead the victim
s identity deliberately obscured and when chief
inspector alan banks arrives he finds that no one
is willing to talk banks s frustration only grows
when he suspects his latest case might be
connected with an unsolved murder and a missing
local woman which occurred in the same area five
years ago among the silent suspects are the
collier brothers the wealthiest and most powerful
family in the area when they start using their
influence to slow down the investigation banks
finds himself in a race against time the hanging
valley is followed by past reason hated in the
inspector banks series the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
summer that never was is the thirteenth novel in
peter robinson s inspector banks series following
on from aftermath a skeleton has been unearthed
soon the body is identified and the horrific
discovery hits the headlines fourteen year old
graham marshall went missing during his paper
round in 1965 the police found no trace of him his
disappearance left his family shattered and his
best friend alan banks full of guilt that friend
has now become detective chief inspector alan
banks and he is determined to bring justice for
graham but he soon realizes that in this case the
boundary between victim and perpetrator between
law guardian and law breaker is becoming more and
more blurred a shocking mass murder occurs at a
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wedding in a small dales church and a huge manhunt
follows eventually the shooter is run to ground
and things take their inevitable course but banks
is plagued with doubts as to exactly what happened
outside the church that day and why struggling
with the death of his first serious girlfriend and
the return of profiler jenny fuller into his life
banks feels the need to dig deeper into the
murders and as he does so he uncovers forensic and
psychological puzzles that lead him to the past
secrets that might just provide the answers he is
looking for when the surprising truth becomes
clear it is almost too late move over ian rankin
there s a new gunslinger in town looking to take
over your role as top british police procedural
author independent on sunday following on from
playing with fire strange affair is the fifteenth
novel in peter robinson s inspector banks series
which inspired the major british itv drama dci
banks when alan banks receives a disturbing
message from his brother roy he abandons the
peaceful yorkshire dales to seek him out amidst
the bright lights of london but roy seems to have
vanished into thin air meanwhile di annie cabbot
is called to a quiet stretch of road just outside
eastvale where a young woman has been found dead
in her car in the victim s pocket scribbled on a
slip of paper police discover banks s name and
address living in roy s empty south kensington
house banks finds himself digging into the life of
the brother he never really knew nor even liked
and as he begins to uncover a few troubling
surprises the two cases become sinisterly entwined
the banks novels are simply put the best series
now on the market stephen king a terrible crime no
obvious motive banks is on the case top notch
police procedure jeffery deaver a shocking mass
murder occurs at a wedding in a small dales church
and a huge manhunt follows eventually the shooter
is run to ground and things take their inevitable
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course but banks is plagued with doubts as to
exactly what happened outside the church that day
and why struggling with the death of his first
serious girlfriend and the return of profiler
jenny fuller into his life banks feels the need to
dig deeper into the murders and as he does so he
uncovers forensic and psychological puzzles that
lead him to the past secrets that might just
provide the answers he is looking for when the
surprising truth becomes clear it is almost too
late two missing boys a stolen bolt gun one fatal
shot three ingredients for murder when dci banks
and his team are called to investigate the theft
of a tractor from a north yorkshire village they
re far from enthusiastic about what seems to be a
simple case of rural crime then a blood stain is
found in an abandoned hangar two main suspects
vanish without a trace and events take a darkly
sinister turn as each lead does little to unravel
the mystery banks feels like the case is coming to
a dead end until a road accident reveals some
alarming evidence which throws the investigation
to a frightening new level someone is trying to
cover their tracks someone with very deadly intent
new york times bestselling author peter robinson
brings back detective chief inspector alan banks
and his colleague di annie cabbot in a case
riddled with corruption a decorated policeman is
murdered on the tranquil grounds of the st peter s
police treatment centre shot through the heart
with a crossbow arrow and compromising photographs
are discovered in his room detective chief
inspector alan banks is well aware that he must
handle the highly sensitive and dangerously
explosive investigation with the utmost discretion
and as he digs deeper he discovers that the murder
may be linked to an unsolved missing persons case
from six years earlier and the current crime may
involve some very bad crooked cops a pulsating
electrifying novel of suspense watching the dark
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is one of peter robinson s finest novels ambitious
robinson shows a keen awareness of the global
reach of crime new york times book review the alan
banks mystery suspense novels are the best series
on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king cold is the grave is the eleventh
novel in peter robinson s inspector banks series
following on from in a dry season a runaway girl
an inescapable past banks is pulled into a
perilous world with his personal life in turmoil
dci banks is considering his options but then late
one night the architect of his professional
misfortune chief constable riddle summons banks to
his house for his daughter emily has run away and
compromising photos have appeared online riddle
wants banks to use his unorthodox methods to find
her without a fuss banks a father himself cannot
refuse and he follows the trail to the dark heart
of london but when a series of gruesome murders
follows soon after banks finds himself pulled into
the dangerous world of his most powerful enemy
chief constable jimmy riddle cold is the grave is
followed by the twelfth book in this yorkshire
based crime series aftermath when karen drew is
found sitting in her wheelchair staring out to sea
with her throat cut one chilly morning di annie
cabbot on loan to eastern area gets lumbered with
the case back in eastvale that same sunday morning
19 year old hayley daniels is found raped and
strangled in the maze a tangle of narrow alleys
behind eastvale s market square after a drunken
night on the town with a group of friends and dci
alan banks is called in banks finds suspects
galore while annie seems to hit a brick wall until
she reaches a breakthrough that spins her case in
a shocking and surprising new direction one that
also involves banks then another incident occurs
in the maze which seems to link the two cases in a
bizarre and mysterious way as banks and annie dig
into the past to uncover the deeper connections
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they find themselves also dealing with the
emotional baggage and personal demons of their own
relationship and it soon becomes clear that there
are two killers in their midst and that at any
moment either one might strike again the alan
banks mystery suspense novels are the best series
on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king the sunday times bestseller aftermath
is the twelfth novel in peter robinson s inspector
banks series following on from cold is the grave a
house of horror a despicable serial killer banks s
darkest case when a concerned neighbour calls the
police to number 35 the hill after a domestic
disturbance the two constables are led to a truly
horrific scene they unwittingly uncover an elusive
serial killer known as the chameleon with the
killer finally in custody it appears the nightmare
is over not for banks though too many questions
remain unanswered at the house of horrors and then
they discover there are more bodies than victims
is the chameleon killer just one monster of many
banks must solve his darkest case yet aftermath is
followed by the thirteenth book in this yorkshire
based crime series the summer that never was 20th
anniversary reissue of aftermath peter robinson s
spectacular twelfth novel in the inspector banks
series which became the major british itv drama
dci banks
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Piece of My Heart 2008-09-18 the sixteenth
instalment in the number one bestselling dci banks
series as volunteers clean up after a huge outdoor
rock concert in yorkshire in 1969 they discover
the body of a young woman wrapped in a sleeping
bag she has been brutally murdered the detective
assigned to the case stanley chadwick is a hard
headed strait laced veteran of the second world
war he could not have less in common with or less
regard for young disrespectful long haired hippies
smoking marijuana and listening to the pulsing
sounds of rock and roll but he has a murder to
solve and it looks as if the victim was somehow
associated with the up and coming psychedelic
pastoral band the mad hatters in the present
inspector alan banks is investigating the murder
of a freelance music journalist who was working on
a feature about the mad hatters for mojo magazine
this is not the first time that the mad hatters
now aging rock superstars have been brushed by
tragedy banks finds he has to delve into the past
to find out exactly what hornets nest the
journalist inadvertently stirred up
Piece of My Heart 2006-05-30 new york times
bestselling author peter robinson s chief
inspector alan banks must turn to a murder
committed in the 1960s in order to solve a present
day homicide as he races to uncover their common
link 1969 in an era of free love and rebellion a
dead body is discovered among the detritus of a
recently concluded rock festival a beautiful young
woman stabbed so savagely through the chest that a
piece of her heart was sliced off now a freelance
journalist a stranger to the region is savagely
bludgeoned to death in a shocking act of violence
with no apparent motive two murders separated by
four decades are investigated by two very
different but equally haunted investigators one a
casualty of war unable to come to terms with a
confusing new world the other a rogue policeman
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harboring ghosts of his own but the truth behind a
grisly present day slaying may somehow be hidden
in the amplified drug induced fog of a notorious
past propelling detective chief inspector alan
banks into the darkest shadows of the peace love
and rock n roll generation a complex multi layered
thriller piece of my heart once again attests to
peter robinson s incomparable storytelling genius
keeps you turning the pages into the night chief
inspector banks is good company new york times
book review
Piece of My Heart the 16Th Dci Banks Mystery
2007-03-08 the eighteenth instalment in the number
one bestselling dci banks series a beautiful june
day in the yorkshire dales and a group of children
are spending the last of their half term freedom
swimming in the river near hindswell woods but the
idyll is shattered by their discovery of a man s
body hanging from a tree di annie cabott soon
discovers he is mark hardcastle the well liked and
successful set designer for the eastvale theatres
current production of othello everything points to
suicide and annie is mystified why would such a
man want to take his own life then annie s
investigation leads to another shattering
discovery and dci alan banks is called back from
the idyllic weekend he had planned with his new
girlfriend banks soon finds himself plunged into a
shadow world where nothing is what it seems where
secrets and deceit are the norm and where murder
is seen as the solution to a problem the deeper he
digs the more he discovers that the monster he has
awakened will extend its deadly reach to his
friends and family nobody is safe
All the Colours of Darkness 2008-09-04 a writer at
the very height of his powers ian rankin playing
with fire is the fourteenth novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from the summer that never was in the early hours
of a cold january morning two narrowboats catch
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fire on a dead end stretch of the eastvale canal
when signs of accelerant are found at the scene
dci banks and di annie cabbot are summoned but by
the time they arrive only the smouldering wreckage
is left and human remains have been found on both
boats the evidence points towards a deliberate
attack but who was the intended victim was it tina
the sixteen year old who had been living a drug
fuelled existence with her boyfriend or was it tom
the mysterious lonely artist as banks makes his
enquiries it appears that a number of people are
acting suspiciously the interfering lock keeper
tina s cold hearted stepfather the wily local art
dealer even tina s boyfriend then the arsonist
strikes again and banks s powers of investigation
are tested to the limit the inspector banks books
became the major british itv drama dci banks
continue the series with strange affair
Playing With Fire 2011-08-26 the twenty fifth
instalment of the number one bestselling dci banks
series the master of the police procedural mail on
sunday robinson is prolific but with each book he
manages to ring the changes guardian the body of a
young local student is found on a lonely country
road initially the evidence points to suicide yet
she didn t own a car and she didn t even drive so
how did she get there where did she die and who
moved her meanwhile a man in his sixties is found
dead in a gully up on the nearby wild moorland he
is carrying no identification the post mortem
indicates that he died from injuries sustained
during the fall but what was he doing up there and
why are there no signs of a car in the vicinity as
the trail gets colder annie s father s new partner
zelda alerts banks and annie to the return of an
old and dangerous enemy in a new guise this is
someone who will stop at nothing not even murder
to get what he wants
Careless Love 2018-07-26 the first three dci banks
novels gallows view a dedicated man and a
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necessary end by peter robinson discover detective
chief inspector bank s first three cases when he
moves to the yorkshire dales from london to escape
the stress of the metropolis but soon finds that
life in the country is not quite as idyllic as he
had imagined in gallows view the people of
eastvale are frightened two glue sniffing thugs
are breaking into homes an old woman may or may
not have been murdered in addition banks has to
deal with his attraction to a young psychologist
jenny fuller as the tension mounts both jenny and
banks s wife are drawn deeper into events and
disturbing secrets lie behind the apparently
bucolic facade in a dedicated man the body of well
liked local historian harry steadman is found half
buried under a dry stone wall but who would want
to kill such a thoughtful dedicated man dci banks
soon discovers that disturbing secrets lie behind
the apparently bucolic façade and in a necessary
end a simmering tension in the town of eastvale
has now reached breaking point an anti nuclear
demonstration has ended in violence leaving one
policeman stabbed to death though he is warned off
the case banks realizes that the only way he can
salvage his career is finding the killer first
DCI Banks: The First Three Novels 2014-12-04 the
sunday times bestseller murder is only the
beginning for banks and his team the gruesome
double murder at an eastvale property developer s
luxury home should be an open and shut case for
superintendent banks and his team of detectives
there s a clear link to the notoriously vicious
albanian mafia men who left the country
suspiciously soon after the death then they find a
cache of spy cam videos hidden in the house and
annie and gerry s investigation pivots to the
assault of a young girl that could cast the
murders in an entirely different light banks s
friend zelda increasingly uncertain of her future
in britain s hostile environment thinks she will
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be safer in moldova hunting the men who abducted
raped and enslaved her than she is yorkshire or
london her search takes her back to the orphanage
where it all began but by stirring up the murky
waters of the past zelda is putting herself in
greater danger than any she s seen before and as
the threat escalates so does the danger for banks
and those who love zelda the master of the police
procedural mail on sunday the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
Not Dark Yet 2021-03-18 the sunday times number
one bestseller the twenty third instalment of the
number one bestselling dci banks series the alan
banks mystery suspense novels are the best series
on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king two young girls two unspeakable
crimes fifty years separate them their pain
connects them when the body of a 15 year old is
found in a remote countryside lane beaten and
broken di annie cabbot is brought in to
investigate how the child could possibly have
fallen victim to such brutality newly promoted
detective superintendent alan banks is faced with
a case that is as cold as they come now in her 60s
linda palmer was attacked aged 14 by celebrity
entertainer danny caxton yet the crime has never
been investigated until now as each steps closer
to uncovering the truth they ll unearth secrets
much darker than they ever could have guessed
When the Music's Over 2016-07-14 a disgraced
college lecturer is found murdered with 5 000 in
his pocket on a disused railway line near his home
since being dismissed from his job for sexual
misconduct four years previously he has been
living a poverty stricken and hermit like
existence in this isolated spot the suspects range
from several individuals at the college where he
used to teach to a woman who knew the victim back
in the early 70s at essex university then a hotbed
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of political activism when banks receives a
warning to step away from the case he realises
there is much more to the mystery than meets the
eye for there are plenty more skeletons to come
out of the closet
Children of the Revolution 2013-08-15 the 26th
instalment of the number one bestselling series
the master of the police procedural mail on sunday
the alan banks mystery suspense novels are the
best series on the market try one and tell me i m
wrong stephen king a skinny young boy is found
dead his body carelessly stuffed into wheelie bin
detective superintendent alan banks and his team
are called to investigate who is the boy and where
did he come from was he discarded as rubbish or
left as a warning to someone he looks middle
eastern but no one on the east side estate has
seen him before as the local press seize upon an
illegal immigrant angle and the national media the
story of another stabbing the police are called to
investigate a less newsworthy death a middle aged
heroin addict found dead of an overdose in another
estate scheduled for redevelopment banks finds the
threads of each case seem to be connected to the
other and to the dark side of organised crime in
eastvale does another thread link to his friend
zelda who is facing her own dark side the truth
may be more complex or much simpler than it seems
Many Rivers to Cross 2019-09-19 the nineteenth
instalment in the number one bestselling dci banks
series when juliet doyle finds a gun in her
daughter s bedroom she turns to old friend dci
alan banks for advice but banks is on a much
needed holiday and it s left to di annie cabbot to
deal with the removal of the firearm no one can
foresee the operation s disastrous consequences or
that the doyles will not be the only family
affected banks s daughter tracy has fallen for the
wrong boy her flatmate s boyfriend is attractive
ambitious and surrounded by an intoxicating air of
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mystery he s also very dangerous when tracy warns
him the police might be on his tail he persuades
her to go on the run with him and flattered by his
attention she agrees before she knows it a deadly
chase across the country is set in motion and on
his return unsuspecting of tracy s precarious
situation banks is plunged into his most
terrifying personal case yet
Bad Boy 2010-08-05 when dci alan banks arrived in
eastvale his life was every bit as much of a mess
as it is now but he is holding an envelope that
could change everything he understood about the
events that sent him north twenty years ago
walking again the narrow alleys and backstreets of
his mind he remembers the seedy soho nights of his
last case dubious businessmen in dodgy clubs young
girls on the game and a killer on the loose in
addition to the brand new novella that fills in
the gaps in banks s life before yorkshire peter
robinson gives us ten more brilliant and eclectic
stories that have never before been published in
the uk the eastvale ladies poker circle finds that
murder may be just another game of risk is a
suitcase of cash worth a man s head on a plate and
tragedy leads a young boy to learn the price of
love
The Price of Love 2009-08-25 playing with fire is
peter robinson s fourteenth novel in the inspector
banks series which inspired the major british itv
drama dci banks
Playing With Fire 2021-05-27 the alan banks
mystery suspense novels are the best series on the
market try one and tell me i m wrong stephen
kinggallows view is the first novel in peter
robinson s bestselling inspector banks series new
town new cases new danger detective chief
inspector alan banks has recently relocated with
his family from stressful london to the yorkshire
dales but soon finds that life in the countryside
is not quite as idyllic as he had imagined three
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cases come to the fore a voyeur is terrorizing the
women of eastvale two thugs are breaking into
homes and an old woman is dead possibly murdered
as the tension mounts banks must also deal with
his attraction to a young psychologist jenny
fuller and when both jenny and banks s wife are
drawn deeper into events banks realizes that his
cases are weaving closer and closer together
gallows view is followed by a dedicated man in the
inspector banks series
Gallows View: DCI Banks 1 2022-09 the alan banks
mystery suspense novels are the best series on the
market try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
cold is the grave is the eleventh novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from in a dry season a runaway girl an inescapable
past banks is pulled into a perilous world with
his personal life in turmoil dci banks is
considering his options but then late one night
the architect of his professional misfortune chief
constable riddle summons banks to his house for
his daughter emily has run away and compromising
photos have appeared online riddle wants banks to
use his unorthodox methods to find her without a
fuss banks a father himself cannot refuse and he
follows the trail to the dark heart of london but
when a series of gruesome murders follows soon
after banks finds himself pulled into the
dangerous world of his most powerful enemy chief
constable jimmy riddle cold is the grave is
followed by the twelfth book in this yorkshire
based crime series aftermath
Cold is the Grave 2009-08-21 the sunday times
number one bestseller in a remote countryside lane
in north yorkshire the body of a young girl is
found bruised and beaten having apparently been
thrown from a moving vehicle while di annie cabbot
investigates the circumstances in which a 14 year
old could possibly fall victim to such a crime
newly promoted detective superintendent alan banks
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is faced with a similar task but the case banks
must investigate is as cold as they come fifty
years ago linda palmer was attacked by celebrity
entertainer danny caxton yet no investigation ever
took place now caxton stands accused at the centre
of a historical abuse investigation and it s banks
s first task as superintendent to find out the
truth while annie struggles with a controversial
case threatening to cause uproar in the local
community banks must piece together decades old
evidence and as each steps closer to uncovering
the truth they ll unearth secrets much darker than
they ever could have guessed
When the Music's Over 2017-04-06 a young local
student has apparently committed suicide her body
is found in an abandoned car on a lonely country
road she didn t own a car didn t even drive how
did she get there where did she die who moved her
and why meanwhile a man in his sixties is found
dead in a gully up on the wild moorland he is
wearing an expensive suit and carrying no
identification post mortem findings indicate he
died from injuries sustained during the fall but
what was he doing up there and why are there no
signs of a car in the vicinity as the
inconsistencies multiply and the mysteries
proliferate annie s father s new partner zelda
comes up with a shocking piece of information that
alerts banks and annie to the return of an old
enemy in a new guise this is someone who will stop
at nothing not even murder to get what he wants
and suddenly the stakes are raised and the hunt is
on
All the Colours of Darkness 2008-08-07 the alan
banks mystery suspense novels are the best series
on the market try one and tell me i m wrong
stephen king the 20th anniversary edition of
sunday times bestseller aftermath is the twelfth
novel in peter robinson s inspector banks series
following on from cold is the grave a house of
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horror a despicable serial killer banks s darkest
case when a concerned neighbour calls the police
to number 35 the hill after a domestic disturbance
the two constables are led to a truly horrific
scene they unwittingly uncover an elusive serial
killer known as the chameleon with the killer
finally in custody it appears the nightmare is
over not for banks though too many questions
remain unanswered at the house of horrors and then
they discover there are more bodies than victims
is the chameleon killer just one monster of many
banks must solve his darkest case yet aftermath is
followed by the thirteenth book in this yorkshire
based crime series the summer that never was
Careless Love 2019-05-16 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king gallows
view is the first novel in peter robinson s
bestselling inspector banks series new town new
cases new danger detective chief inspector alan
banks has recently relocated with his family from
stressful london to the yorkshire dales but soon
finds that life in the countryside is not quite as
idyllic as he had imagined three cases come to the
fore a voyeur is terrorizing the women of eastvale
two thugs are breaking into homes and an old woman
is dead possibly murdered as the tension mounts
banks must also deal with his attraction to a
young psychologist jenny fuller and when both
jenny and banks s wife are drawn deeper into
events banks realizes that his cases are weaving
closer and closer together gallows view is
followed by a dedicated man in the dci banks
series
Aftermath 2008-09-04 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king in a
dry season is the tenth novel in peter robinson s
inspector banks series following on from dead
right a lost village past crimes present evil
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during a blistering summer drought has depleted
thornfield reservoir uncovering the remains of a
small village called hobb s end hidden from view
for over forty years for a curious young boy this
resurfaced hamlet is a magical playground until he
unearths a human skeleton detective chief
inspector alan banks is given the impossible task
of identifying the victim a woman who lived in a
place that no longer exists whose former residents
are scattered to the winds anyone else might throw
in the towel but dci banks is determined to
uncover the murky past buried beneath a flood of
time in a dry season is followed by the eleventh
book in this yorkshire based crime series cold is
the grave
Gallows View 2009-08-21 before you discovered dci
banks dectective arvo hughes was on the case in
this vintage standalone crime thriller from peter
robinson as a detective in the lapd threat
management unit arvo hughes has dealt with every
kind of stalker there is and in 1990s hollywood he
s not short of work tasked with finding out who
has been sending unsettling anonymous letters to
beautiful tv star sarah broughton arvo expects
this case to be nothing out of the ordinary until
the actress discovers a strangely mutilated body
left in the sand outside her beach house certain
that sarah s stalker must have met her before arvo
realises his only chance to catch the killer
before he gets closer to sarah is to delve into
her past but nothing is straightforward in this
case and the squeaky clean star seems to be
keeping all memories of a shady history locked
away
In A Dry Season 2009-08-21 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
innocent graves is the eighth novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from dry bones that dream a murdered girl dark
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secrets deadlier lies one foggy night deborah
harrison is found lying in the churchyard behind
st mary s eastvale she has been strangled with the
strap of her own school satchel but deborah was no
typical sixteen year old her father was a powerful
financier who moved in the highest echelons of
industry defence and classified information and
deborah it seemed enjoyed keeping secrets of her
own with his colleague detective constable susan
gay inspector alan banks encounters many suspects
guilty of crimes large and small in his search for
the killer and as he does so plenty of sordid
secrets and some lethal lies begin to emerge
innocent graves is followed by the ninth book in
this yorkshire based crime series dead right
No Cure For Love 2015-07-30 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king a
necessary end is the third novel in peter robinson
s inspector banks series following on from a
dedicated man peace destroyed lives in ruin banks
must race to find the killer everyday life in
eastvale is shattered when a policeman is stabbed
to death after an anti nuclear demonstration turns
violent superintendent dirty dick burgess banks s
nemesis descends with vengeful fury on those he
deems responsible inspector banks is uneasy about
burgess s mishandling of the case but despite
being warned off he puts his career in jeopardy to
continue his search for the truth knowing if he is
to keep his job he must beat burgess to the killer
now a major british itv drama dci banks this novel
is followed by the fourth book in this yorkshire
based crime series the hanging valley
Innocent Graves 2019-07-11 the best mystery
procedural series on the market try one and tell
me i m wrong stephen king o ne of the finest
police procedural writers around standing in the
shadows is as narratively rich and surprising as
robinson s best work new york times book review
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late november 1980 student nick hartley returns
from a lecture to find his house full of police
officers as he discovers that his ex girlfriend
has been found murdered in a nearby park and her
new boyfriend is missing he realises two things in
quick succession he is undoubtedly a suspect as he
has no convincing alibi and he has own suspicions
as to what might have happened late november 2019
an dig near scotch corner unearths a skeleton that
turns out to be far more recent than the roman
remains the archaeologist is looking for detective
superintendent alan banks and his team are called
in and as an investigation into the find begins
the past and the present meet with devastating
consequences the master of the police procedural
mail on sunday
A Necessary End 2009-08-21 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
innocent graves is the eighth novel in peter
robinson s inspector banks series following on
from dry bones that dream a murdered girl dark
secrets deadlier lies one foggy night deborah
harrison is found lying in the churchyard behind
st mary s eastvale she has been strangled with the
strap of her own school satchel but deborah was no
typical sixteen year old her father was a powerful
financier who moved in the highest echelons of
industry defence and classified information and
deborah it seemed enjoyed keeping secrets of her
own with his colleague detective constable susan
gay inspector alan banks encounters many suspects
guilty of crimes large and small in his search for
the killer and as he does so plenty of sordid
secrets and some lethal lies begin to emerge the
inspector banks series became the british itv
drama dci banks innocent graves is followed by the
ninth book in this yorkshire based crime series
dead right
Standing in the Shadows 2023-04-11 the alan banks
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mystery suspense novels are the best series on the
market try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king
dead right is the ninth novel in peter robinson s
inspector banks series following on from innocent
graves a man is murdered riots are imminent banks
must solve the case the broken body of jason fox
has been found in a dirty alleyway at first it
looks like a typical after hours pub fight gone
wrong but inspector alan banks soon realizes that
the truth is rarely so straightforward jason was a
member of the albion league a white power
organization and there are many people who might
have wished him dead the pakistani youths he had
insulted in the pub that evening the shady friends
of his business partner or someone within the
albion league itself and just as banks begins to
get a grip on the case an unexpected discovery
forces him to reconsider everything he believes
now a major british itv drama dci banks this novel
is followed by the tenth book in this yorkshire
based crime series in a dry season
Innocent Graves 2009-08-21 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
hanging valley is the fourth novel in peter
robinson s bestselling inspector banks series two
murders a missing person a village with a terrible
secret a faceless corpse is found in a tranquil
hidden valley below the village of swainshead the
victim s identity deliberately obscured and when
chief inspector alan banks arrives he finds that
no one is willing to talk banks s frustration only
grows when he suspects his latest case might be
connected with an unsolved murder and a missing
local woman which occurred in the same area five
years ago among the silent suspects are the
collier brothers the wealthiest and most powerful
family in the area when they start using their
influence to slow down the investigation banks
finds himself in a race against time the hanging
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valley is followed by past reason hated in the
inspector banks series
Dead Right 2008-09-04 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
summer that never was is the thirteenth novel in
peter robinson s inspector banks series following
on from aftermath a skeleton has been unearthed
soon the body is identified and the horrific
discovery hits the headlines fourteen year old
graham marshall went missing during his paper
round in 1965 the police found no trace of him his
disappearance left his family shattered and his
best friend alan banks full of guilt that friend
has now become detective chief inspector alan
banks and he is determined to bring justice for
graham but he soon realizes that in this case the
boundary between victim and perpetrator between
law guardian and law breaker is becoming more and
more blurred
The Hanging Valley 2009-08-21 a shocking mass
murder occurs at a wedding in a small dales church
and a huge manhunt follows eventually the shooter
is run to ground and things take their inevitable
course but banks is plagued with doubts as to
exactly what happened outside the church that day
and why struggling with the death of his first
serious girlfriend and the return of profiler
jenny fuller into his life banks feels the need to
dig deeper into the murders and as he does so he
uncovers forensic and psychological puzzles that
lead him to the past secrets that might just
provide the answers he is looking for when the
surprising truth becomes clear it is almost too
late
The Summer That Never Was 2009-08-21 move over ian
rankin there s a new gunslinger in town looking to
take over your role as top british police
procedural author independent on sunday following
on from playing with fire strange affair is the
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fifteenth novel in peter robinson s inspector
banks series which inspired the major british itv
drama dci banks when alan banks receives a
disturbing message from his brother roy he
abandons the peaceful yorkshire dales to seek him
out amidst the bright lights of london but roy
seems to have vanished into thin air meanwhile di
annie cabbot is called to a quiet stretch of road
just outside eastvale where a young woman has been
found dead in her car in the victim s pocket
scribbled on a slip of paper police discover banks
s name and address living in roy s empty south
kensington house banks finds himself digging into
the life of the brother he never really knew nor
even liked and as he begins to uncover a few
troubling surprises the two cases become
sinisterly entwined the banks novels are simply
put the best series now on the market stephen king
Sleeping in the Ground 2017-07-11 a terrible crime
no obvious motive banks is on the case top notch
police procedure jeffery deaver a shocking mass
murder occurs at a wedding in a small dales church
and a huge manhunt follows eventually the shooter
is run to ground and things take their inevitable
course but banks is plagued with doubts as to
exactly what happened outside the church that day
and why struggling with the death of his first
serious girlfriend and the return of profiler
jenny fuller into his life banks feels the need to
dig deeper into the murders and as he does so he
uncovers forensic and psychological puzzles that
lead him to the past secrets that might just
provide the answers he is looking for when the
surprising truth becomes clear it is almost too
late
Strange Affair 2008-09-04 two missing boys a
stolen bolt gun one fatal shot three ingredients
for murder when dci banks and his team are called
to investigate the theft of a tractor from a north
yorkshire village they re far from enthusiastic
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about what seems to be a simple case of rural
crime then a blood stain is found in an abandoned
hangar two main suspects vanish without a trace
and events take a darkly sinister turn as each
lead does little to unravel the mystery banks
feels like the case is coming to a dead end until
a road accident reveals some alarming evidence
which throws the investigation to a frightening
new level someone is trying to cover their tracks
someone with very deadly intent
Sleeping in the Ground 2018-05-03 new york times
bestselling author peter robinson brings back
detective chief inspector alan banks and his
colleague di annie cabbot in a case riddled with
corruption a decorated policeman is murdered on
the tranquil grounds of the st peter s police
treatment centre shot through the heart with a
crossbow arrow and compromising photographs are
discovered in his room detective chief inspector
alan banks is well aware that he must handle the
highly sensitive and dangerously explosive
investigation with the utmost discretion and as he
digs deeper he discovers that the murder may be
linked to an unsolved missing persons case from
six years earlier and the current crime may
involve some very bad crooked cops a pulsating
electrifying novel of suspense watching the dark
is one of peter robinson s finest novels ambitious
robinson shows a keen awareness of the global
reach of crime new york times book review
Abattoir Blues 2015-01-15 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king cold is
the grave is the eleventh novel in peter robinson
s inspector banks series following on from in a
dry season a runaway girl an inescapable past
banks is pulled into a perilous world with his
personal life in turmoil dci banks is considering
his options but then late one night the architect
of his professional misfortune chief constable
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riddle summons banks to his house for his daughter
emily has run away and compromising photos have
appeared online riddle wants banks to use his
unorthodox methods to find her without a fuss
banks a father himself cannot refuse and he
follows the trail to the dark heart of london but
when a series of gruesome murders follows soon
after banks finds himself pulled into the
dangerous world of his most powerful enemy chief
constable jimmy riddle cold is the grave is
followed by the twelfth book in this yorkshire
based crime series aftermath
Watching the Dark 2017-05-02 when karen drew is
found sitting in her wheelchair staring out to sea
with her throat cut one chilly morning di annie
cabbot on loan to eastern area gets lumbered with
the case back in eastvale that same sunday morning
19 year old hayley daniels is found raped and
strangled in the maze a tangle of narrow alleys
behind eastvale s market square after a drunken
night on the town with a group of friends and dci
alan banks is called in banks finds suspects
galore while annie seems to hit a brick wall until
she reaches a breakthrough that spins her case in
a shocking and surprising new direction one that
also involves banks then another incident occurs
in the maze which seems to link the two cases in a
bizarre and mysterious way as banks and annie dig
into the past to uncover the deeper connections
they find themselves also dealing with the
emotional baggage and personal demons of their own
relationship and it soon becomes clear that there
are two killers in their midst and that at any
moment either one might strike again
Piece of My Heart 2007 the alan banks mystery
suspense novels are the best series on the market
try one and tell me i m wrong stephen king the
sunday times bestseller aftermath is the twelfth
novel in peter robinson s inspector banks series
following on from cold is the grave a house of
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horror a despicable serial killer banks s darkest
case when a concerned neighbour calls the police
to number 35 the hill after a domestic disturbance
the two constables are led to a truly horrific
scene they unwittingly uncover an elusive serial
killer known as the chameleon with the killer
finally in custody it appears the nightmare is
over not for banks though too many questions
remain unanswered at the house of horrors and then
they discover there are more bodies than victims
is the chameleon killer just one monster of many
banks must solve his darkest case yet aftermath is
followed by the thirteenth book in this yorkshire
based crime series the summer that never was
Cold Is the Grave 2020-05-28 20th anniversary
reissue of aftermath peter robinson s spectacular
twelfth novel in the inspector banks series which
became the major british itv drama dci banks
Friend of the Devil 2014
Aftermath 2020-05-28
Aftermath 2022-02-17
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